Ercm Joachimk Thu Apt 18 12:21:36 1991
To: jeffl
Subject: RE: I need your support .....
Date: Thu Apt 18 12:03:12 1991

For a p~r processoer deal I go t~ $7,00 hut no further.
>From
~effl Wed Apr 17 17:44:24 1991
To:
3oachimk
Subject: I r~ed your support .....

Date: Wed Apt 17 17:44:17 1991
on this issue. I ~on;t w~nt to give ~mstrad any mroe price
concessions on Win~s at this time (they have not even signed

waht
they a~zeed ~ yet.!
Pleae keep this in mind i~

you get a call frc~ malcolm.

)From jeffl Wed Apt 17 17:37:21 1991
Subject: Amstrad Windows Pricin~
Cc: jeffl
Date: Wed Apt 17 17:37:12 1991
I am thinking of credibility here. JK told Malcolm pretty
specifically that $7.50 ~as our absolute hottcm price, and that we
were willing to walk from the deal for anything less. I don’t want to
t~ with this now - especially since they have not even signed what
t~ey a~reed to yet.
If we b~ to anything lower now, we will have no credibiltiy.when we
try to draw the line on these guys in future negotiations.
Th.er~ is no one in the world that even ~cmes close to this $7.50

prlce. It is the best there is.

I think you need to go back FIRMLY to Roback and tell him that his
volumes would have to increase significantly in order for us to
anter~ain lowering their price.
With what I am seeing in Europe with Windows, they will ~ the product
just to meet the bar in the near future -. no need to drop our
pants any further on this one.
I~ they are willing to do something with Works (in a BIG way), then
that could POSSIBLY change things, but they are giving us nothing
>From sandyd Wed Apt 17 09:53:13 1991
To: Jeffl

Jeff,
Further to our conversation this evening, I ’re spoken
to Roback.
Price steps don’t really work with Amstrad (they don’t kn~ how to
budget
for them) and it’s too early to tie them down to works for the 5000
series.
Eoback has offered (subgect to approval from Miller) $5.50 to include
all current and future SX systems in the windows agreement.
This is currently machine specific and I would like to convert it t~ per
processor. It is a seperate, new, two year agreemsnt and would meal%
that Amstred are tied into Windows on all SX r~ther than just
the PC4000 for two years (This would include the 386SX m~del
of the 50~0 series !).
~ think I can close Roback at $6 or maybe $6.50. (remember that the
mouse deal means t!~at we are getting another 25c on these systems)
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Can you check with JK to see if he is willing ?
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Regards, Sandy
PS - I told Roback I’d get back to him Thursday m~rning (UK Time) so I’d
appreciate a pz~mpt response if it’s possible.
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